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While it’s important to acknowledge we’re still in the “early days” in the development and acceptance 

of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants, the proliferation of chatbots, voicebots and virtual assistants 

has already reached billions of end users. With a growing audience, the number of use cases will grow 

as well, and there is no turning back.

Opus Research presents a comprehensive assessment of enterprise-grade Intelligent Assistant 

solution providers bringing natural language processing, machine learning, AI and analytics to 

support customer care, self-service, employee assistance, messaging and device control. 

This report evaluates 21 firms to better understand enabling platforms & technology, integration 

points & scalability, track record and future vision for enterprise-scale Conversional AI.

In this document, Opus Research evaluates the offering according to criteria that go beyond the 

immediate impacts on customer satisfaction and loyalty to address long-term value of insights 

garnered from analysis of conversations and shared among product development teams, marketing 

departments and human resources.
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Addressing First-Order Concerns for Intelligent Assistants

Customers have spoken! …or texted or messaged. Millions of people routinely now converse with their favorite 
brands through “voicebots,” “chatbots,” or dialog boxes in their mobile apps, websites, and messaging 
channels. To stay competitive, thousands of companies feel compelled to integrate elements of “Conversational 
AI” into their customer care infrastructures. 

Yet, the path is not clearly de!ned. There are literally thousands of !rms or individuals that claim to have the 
technology and resources to build bots and help companies automate the handling of routine, frequently 
invoked actions. In this document, Opus Research evaluates the offerings of 21 !rms according to criteria 
that go beyond the immediate impacts on customer satisfaction and loyalty to address long-term value of 
insights garnered from analysis of conversations and shared among product development teams, marketing 
departments, and human resources. 

Successful Enterprise Intelligent Assistants address the !rst-order concerns of customers by employing so-
called “Conversational AI” to recognize intent expressed in natural language input and respond with consistently 
correct answers or actions, including the transfer of the conversation to a live customer care agent, when 
appropriate. From the customer’s perspective, the pay-off is faster resolution of issues like “Where’s my 
package?”, “Did you receive my payment?” or “How do I cancel my service?.” These conversations are a rich 
source of insights and correct responses that, with the help of machine learning and human supervision, will 
continue to improve the quality of responses and, customer satisfaction.

Our evaluation gives higher marks to solution providers that take an approach that employs arti!cial intelligence 
to augment human intelligence (and vice versa) when deploying intelligent assistants (IAs).

An “agent assist” or “co-pilot” approach to supporting customer care agents in the course of real-time 
conversations are also well-regarded. So are solution providers that provide the tools and work"ows for agents 
to serve as subject matter experts (SMEs) that can train “bots” to provide the best possible answers over time.

Other attributes that de!ne successful EIA solution providers include:

 Focus on CX and UX: IAs are the natural user interface through which both customers and employees
bene!t from Conversational AI.

 Offers for two distinct segments: Small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) and newcomers have
contrasting needs with experienced enterprises. This is satis!ed by tooling that spans so-called “no-code/
low code” as well as “pro-code” approaches.

 Place emphasis on outcomes: Positive outcomes, like task completion, greatly improve customer
sentiment and satisfaction with a corresponding positive impact on employee morale and retention.
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 Take a cloud-based, multi-vendor approach: IA solutions leverage all four pillars of the Conversational
Cloud: Self-Service, Application integration and Automation; Interaction Processing/Intelligent Routing and
Data/Conversational Intelligence.

 Offering signi!cant “zero-day capabilities” remain a factor: Premium placed on what works “out of the
box,” including pre-con!gured conversation models, domain expertise, and connectors to backend systems.

 Pay attention to Orchestration: To support the training and maintenance of IVAs that carry out
asynchronous conversations between companies and their customers and involving access to backend IT
systems calls for unprecedented amounts of monitoring and tooling.

 Build communities: Successful solutions depend on citizen developers (internal) as well as partnerships
with system integrators and business process outsourcers as go-to-market partners.

Selection Criteria Anticipate Mature Intelligent Assistants
Opus Research started to monitor implementations of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants more than seven years 
ago. At that time, only very large companies with budgets surrounding “digital transformation” were making  
investments in development, deployment, and maintenance of IAs. They were the proverbial “Early Adopters” 
seeking a competitive edge from gaining experience with new technologies. 

In the !rst quarter of 2022, Opus Research conducted a survey of 250 !rms that offer customers access to 
customer care and other services through bots. It re"ects a new reality where less than one-out-of-!ve (18%) 
consider themselves in a “pilot” phase of deployment. The rest have already gone live with their intelligent 
virtual assistants. Roughly one-third of the total see themselves in early days of live deployment, while the same 
number (32%) are already handling conversations of “medium complexity.” [Figure 1 below]

The remaining 20% are, most likely, the Early Adopters mentioned above. Eighteen percent think of their 
chatbots or voicebots as “mature”, thanks to robust connections to the IT systems that house customer 
records, inventory or transaction processing resources. The other 2% clearly see themselves as “leaders” 
with highly sophisticated voice or chatbots. They were, most likely, the aforementioned Early Adopters who 
sought competitive advantage years ago. Today they de!ne and drive demand for new tools and “integrated 
development environments” (IDEs) as well as the speci!cations for connectors and APIs to popular Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Process Automation and IT Service 
Management systems.
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Figure 1: Snapshot of EIA Implementation Maturity

Opus Research uses the requirements and demands of this diverse base of enterprise customers to de!ne the 
evaluation criteria employed in this document. The Early Adopters hired teams of developers with skills ranging 
from knowledge management, dialog design, computational linguistics and the like. Such teams also had skilled 
developers accustomed to writing code for managing conversations and helping users achieve their objectives. 

Today, solution providers offer development tools designed for non-technical personnel who are experts in 
customer care or Help Desk applications. They help train the models that support conversations that culminate 
in task completion. The tools they use are “no code” or “low code” alternatives that employ drop-down menus 
of common tasks or actions and “connectors” that direct the dialogs. If you can play a videogame, you can build 
a bot.

Ful!lling Expectations for Enterprise Intelligent Assistants 
Results of the survey also provide a snapshot of the basic capabilities baked into today’s bots. Figure 2 below 
shows which functions and support is currently offered by the respondents’ intelligent assistants.

Figure 2: Functions Supported by Today’s Intelligent Assistants
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● Offering significant “zero-day capabilities” remain a factor: Premium placed on
what works “out of the box,” including pre-configured conversation models, domain 
expertise, and connectors to backend systems.

● Pay attention to Orchestration: To support the training and maintenance of IVAs that
carry out asynchronous conversations between companies and their customers and 
involving access to backend IT systems calls for unprecedented amounts of monitoring
and tooling.

● Build communities: Successful solutions depend on citizen developers (internal) as
well as partnerships with system integrators and business process outsourcers as go-to-
market partners.

Selection Criteria Anticipate Mature Intelligent Assistants
Opus Research started to monitor implementations of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants more
than seven years ago. At that time, only very large companies with budgets surrounding “digital
transformation” were making investments in development, deployment, and maintenance of
IAs. They were the proverbial “Early Adopters” seeking a competitive edge from gaining
experience with new technologies.

In the first quarter of 2022, Opus Research conducted a survey of 250 firms that offer customers
access to customer care and other services through bots. It reflects a new reality where less
than one-out-of-five (18%) consider themselves in a “pilot” phase of deployment. The rest have
already gone live with their intelligent virtual assistants. Roughly one-third of the total see 
themselves in early days of live deployment, while the same number (32%) are already handling
conversations of “medium complexity.” [Figure 1 below]

The remaining 20% are, most likely, the Early Adopters mentioned above. Eighteen percent
think of their chatbots or voicebots as “mature”, thanks to robust connections to the IT systems 
that house customer records, inventory or transaction processing resources. The other 2%
clearly see themselves as “leaders” with highly sophisticated voice or chatbots. They were, most
likely, the aforementioned Early Adopters who sought competitive advantage years ago. Today
they define and drive demand for new tools and “integrated development environments” (IDEs)
as well as the specifications for connectors and APIs to popular Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Process Automation and IT Service
Management systems.

Figure 1: Snapshot of EIA Implementation Maturity

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

Q.3. Which best describes the maturity of intelligent assistants solution(s)?

18% 31% 32% 18% 2%

Consider it a pilot
Live in production, but still early days / support is limited
Handling medium complexity conversations 
Mature, backend integration to pull personalized information or allow transactions 
Market leaders in sophistication

MMaattuurriittyy  ooff  
IInntteelllliiggeenntt  
AAssssiissttaannttss  
ssoolluuttiioonn((ss))

Base: All Respondents (n=250)

Opus Research uses the requirements and demands of this diverse base of enterprise 
customers to define the evaluation criteria employed in this document. The Early Adopters hired 
teams of developers with skills ranging from knowledge management, dialog design,
computational linguistics and the like. Such teams also had skilled developers accustomed to 
writing code for managing conversations and helping users achieve their objectives.

Today, solution providers offer development tools designed for non-technical personnel who are
experts in customer care or Help Desk applications. They help train the models that support
conversations that culminate in task completion. The tools they use are “no code” or “low code”
alternatives that employ drop-down menus of common tasks or actions and “connectors” that
direct the dialogs. If you can play a videogame, you can build a bot.

ul illing pectations or nterprise Intelligent Assistants 
Results of the survey also provide a snapshot of the basic capabilities baked into today’s bots. 
Figure 2 below shows which functions and support is currently offered by the respondents’
intelligent assistants.

Figure : Fun tions Supporte  y o ay s Intelligent Assistants

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

These capabilities were developed to respond to organic demands from customers. To avoid
long wait times associated with reaching live agents or representatives, millions have grown
accustomed to interacting with chatbots or voicebots when looking for answers or resolving 
issues with their selected brands.

Almost three-quarters of respondents (74%) offering assistants empowered to support
frequently asked questions (FAQs) while more than half have deployed IAs that conduct
searches (54%) and allows personal information to be updated (52%). Still, the market for
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These capabilities were developed to respond to organic demands from customers. To avoid long wait times 
associated with reaching live agents or representatives, millions have grown accustomed to interacting with 
chatbots or voicebots when looking for answers or resolving issues with their selected brands.

Almost three-quarters of respondents (74%) offering assistants empowered to support frequently asked 
questions (FAQs) while more than half have deployed IAs that conduct searches (54%) and allows personal 
information to be updated (52%). Still, the market for automated customer care is maturing with many 
implementations designed to provide order status (38%) and even allow backend transactions and payments 
(32%).

In vertical industries like !nancial services, travel and hospitality, telecommunications, entertainment, healthcare 
and insurance, customer needs are not satis!ed by looking up pat answers in static FAQs or by directing 
customers to a related website To reach customers at their time of choice over their device choice, IAs are made 
available in the manner described in Figure 3: 

Figure 3: Type of Access Provided by Intelligent Assistants

Ideally, the answers, actions and results provided are identical, regardless of channel or modality. The longest-
standing and most sophisticated companies have already launched a multiplicity of intelligent virtual assistants 
and their !rst-order challenge is to implement solutions that leverage the results of past investments. This is the 
reality that shapes the solution providers included in this year’s report. 
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automated customer care is maturing with many implementations designed to provide order
status (38%) and even allow backend transactions and payments (32%).

In vertical industries like financial services, travel and hospitality, telecommunications,
entertainment, healthcare and insurance, customer needs are not satisfied by looking up pat
answers in static FAQs or by directing customers to a related website To reach customers at 
their time of choice over their device choice, IAs are made available in the manner described in 
Figure 3: 

Figure : ype of A ess ro i e  y Intelligent Assistants

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

Ideally, the answers, actions and results provided are identical, regardless of channel or
modality. The longest-standing and most sophisticated companies have already launched a 
multiplicity of intelligent virtual assistants and their first-order challenge is to implement solutions 
that leverage the results of past investments. This is the reality that shapes the solution 
providers included in this year’s report.

Initially, we were not looking at a Virtual Assistant … never considered because no one was
using it in our space. It has made a huge impact on our business and we are excited for next 
steps.” — Director, Support Services | Healthcare Benefits Provide

o  is t e i e to aluate ptions
The 250 respondents to our survey offer insights into the features and functions that define 
mature IAs today and in the future. These are not “nice-to-have” features. They are destined to 
be key to competitive success in both digital and voice channels.
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Now is the Time to Evaluate Options
The 250 respondents to our survey offer insights into the features and functions that de!ne mature IAs today and 
in the future. These are not “nice-to-have” features. They are destined to be key to competitive success in both 
digital and voice channels. 

For example, 68% of respondents have already put into place IAs that are capable of providing personalized 
responses to authenticated customers or prospects [Figure 4 below]. They recognize that establishing trust 
early in a conversation paves the way for faster recognition of intent and the ability to complete tasks (including 
transactions) quickly.

Figure 4: Automated Assistants Utilize Personalization

Sixty-one percent of respondents already offer customers access to live agents in the course of a conversation
with an IA. “Intelligent transfer” from bot to live agent was an early addition to the list of IA functions offered 
by solution providers. But there is now a difference. Originally it was associated with “out of scope” or 
unrecognized requests that confounded a bot.

Today, experienced companies know that the bulk of asynchronous conversations bene!t from one or more
transfers between IA and live agent in order to help customers complete their tasks or transactions.

Figure 5: Organizations that Offer Live Chat with Agents

INITIALLY, WE WERE NOT LOOKING AT A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT … NEVER 

CONSIDERED BECAUSE NO ONE WAS USING IT IN OUR SPACE.  IT HAS MADE A 

HUGE IMPACT ON OUR BUSINESS AND WE ARE EXCITED FOR NEXT STEPS.”

—DIRECTOR, SUPPORT SERVICES | HEALTHCARE BENEFITS PROVIDE

For example, 68% of respondents have already put into place IAs that are capable of providing
personalized responses to authenticated customers or prospects [Figure 4 below]. They 
recognize that establishing trust early in a conversation paves the way for faster recognition of
intent and the ability to complete tasks (including transactions) quickly.

Figure : Automate  Assistants tili e ersonali ation 

SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

Sixty-one percent of respondents already offer customers access to live agents in the course of
a conversation with an IA. “Intelligent transfer” from bot to live agent was an early addition to the
list of IA functions offered by solution providers. But there is now a difference. Originally it was
associated with “out of scope” or unrecognized requests that confounded a bot.

Today, experienced companies know that the bulk of asynchronous conversations benefit from
one or more transfers between IA and live agent in order to help customers complete their tasks 
or transactions.

Figure : rgani ations that ffer i e hat ith Agents

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

In regards to AI/HI balance, nearly half (47%) of respondents already have their live agents
interacting with intelligent assistants to help improve their responses (Figure 6 below). Nearly
two-thirds of those instances involve agents interacting with virtual assistants in the course of
conversations with customers.

Based on submissions from vendors participating in this report, we know that the other
instances involve such activities as the generation of post-calls summations and dispositions,
review of content to ensure compliance with regulations, as well as company policies, and other
forms of training. In other words, we’ve reached a point where bots and live agents are 
interdependent. Humans can train bots who, are then available to make sure that other humans
are performing at a high level.
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For example, 68% of respondents have already put into place IAs that are capable of providing
personalized responses to authenticated customers or prospects [Figure 4 below]. They 
recognize that establishing trust early in a conversation paves the way for faster recognition of
intent and the ability to complete tasks (including transactions) quickly.

Figure : Automate  Assistants tili e ersonali ation

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

Sixty-one percent of respondents already offer customers access to live agents in the course of
a conversation with an IA. “Intelligent transfer” from bot to live agent was an early addition to the
list of IA functions offered by solution providers. But there is now a difference. Originally it was
associated with “out of scope” or unrecognized requests that confounded a bot.

Today, experienced companies know that the bulk of asynchronous conversations benefit from
one or more transfers between IA and live agent in order to help customers complete their tasks 
or transactions.

Figure : rgani ations that ffer i e hat ith Agents

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

In regards to AI/HI balance, nearly half (47%) of respondents already have their live agents
interacting with intelligent assistants to help improve their responses (Figure 6 below). Nearly
two-thirds of those instances involve agents interacting with virtual assistants in the course of
conversations with customers.

Based on submissions from vendors participating in this report, we know that the other
instances involve such activities as the generation of post-calls summations and dispositions,
review of content to ensure compliance with regulations, as well as company policies, and other
forms of training. In other words, we’ve reached a point where bots and live agents are 
interdependent. Humans can train bots who, are then available to make sure that other humans
are performing at a high level.
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In regards to AI/HI balance, nearly half (47%) of respondents already have their live agents interacting with 
intelligent assistants to help improve their responses (Figure 6 below). Nearly two-thirds of those instances 
involve agents interacting with virtual assistants in the course of conversations with customers. 

Based on submissions from vendors participating in this report, we know that the other instances involve such
activities as the generation of post-calls summations and dispositions, review of content to ensure compliance 
with regulations, as well as company policies, and other forms of training. In other words, we’ve reached a point 
where bots and live agents are interdependent. Humans can train bots who, are then available to make sure that 
other humans are performing at a high level.

Figure 6: Intelligent Assistance for Live Agent Customer Support
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Figure : Intelligent Assistan e for i e Agent ustomer Support

Balancing human with artificial intelligence is a recurring theme as enterprise decision makers 
evaluate their procurement options. Leading firms in our “Platform” category place emphasis on 
tools and capabilities that keep “humans in the loop” in crafting dialogs, supervising machine
learning and joining conversations as needed.

In addition, their solution sets support orchestration, or automated management of all the
complex workflows that take place in the background to support a successful conversation. That
would include references to databases with customer histories or inventory status or access to
the checkout in order to complete a transaction.
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Figure : Intelligent Assistan e for i e Agent ustomer Support

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Survey, 2022)

Balancing human with artificial intelligence is a recurring theme as enterprise decision makers 
evaluate their procurement options. Leading firms in our “Platform” category place emphasis on 
tools and capabilities that keep “humans in the loop” in crafting dialogs, supervising machine
learning and joining conversations as needed.

In addition, their solution sets support orchestration, or automated management of all the
complex workflows that take place in the background to support a successful conversation. That
would include references to databases with customer histories or inventory status or access to
the checkout in order to complete a transaction.
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Balancing human with arti!cial intelligence is a recurring theme as enterprise decision makers evaluate their 
procurement options. Leading !rms in our “Platform” category place emphasis on tools and capabilities that 
keep “humans in the loop” in crafting dialogs, supervising machine learning and joining conversations as needed.

In addition, their solution sets support orchestration, or automated management of all the complex work"ows 
that take place in the background to support a successful conversation. That would include references to 
databases with customer histories or inventory status or access to the checkout in order to complete a 
transaction.

Intelligent Assistants in the Age of the “Conversational Cloud”
Only 11% of the respondents to this year’s survey of Intelligent Assistant implementers said that they had
plans to replace their solutions in the coming year. Yet their reasons for doing so provide valuable insights into 
potential de!ciencies in past solutions. 

Figure 7: Reasons to Replace Intelligent Assistant Solutions

The 71% who consider their assistant “outdated” are looking to move beyond their original AnswerBots with 
limited functionality, informed by databases of static information. The half that cites value to meet ROI goals 
speak to the need for companies to link evaluation criteria to business outcomes from the beginning. The fact 
that 29% say that their assistant is not a !t for their use cases provide another cautionary tale for enterprise 

CALL DEFLECTION HELPS US DRIVE COSTS DOWN WITHIN OUR CALL 

CENTER. ALSO ALLOWS OUR ACCESS SPECIALISTS TO BETTER SERVE 

CALLERS WITH WHOM THEY ENGAGE. 

—LARGE, PRIVATE RESEARCH UNIVERSITY
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executives who are evaluating their options. Vendor selection should be “use-case driven” and great attention 
should be paid to what works out-of-the-box in terms of pretrained language models and tools for creating bots 
that help customers *and* agents ful!ll well-understood tasks.

To update or implement entirely new Intelligent Assistants and address the needs of an expanding set of 
use cases requires solutions that transcend traditional boundaries between conversational apps, contact 
centers, knowledge bases and data repositories. Instead they lean on an AI-infused amalgam of resources 
that reside in what Opus Research calls “The Conversational Cloud.” The vendors with the highest evaluations 
in this Intelliview are the ones whose solutions architecture, tools for service creation and management, data 
repositories and integration resources reside, at least in part, in public clouds or private clouds.

They are shared data centers where the computing resources that can run natural language processing and 
machine learning models can be closely linked to those governing task routing, person-to-person interactions 
and references to highly capacious databases or knowledge repositories. The Conversational Cloud enables 
unprecedented speed and agility when launching new IA applications or re!ning use cases. As such, they house 
the engines that speed progress in the Enterprise Intelligent Assistant domain.

Participant Categories: Leaders in Conversational AI
To provide the best tools for readers to evaluate solution providers, Opus Research has organized this year’s 
respondents into three categories. The intention is to showcase vendor solutions within their biggest strengths 
and does not infer that firms are not capable of delivering in multiple categories. The three categories are:

Voice First Assistance
“Voice First Assistance” firms offer core competencies in voice solutions, with a range of services that enable 

enterprise customers to deliver a natural user interface that listens and understands spoken input. Solutions 
respond with a mixture of life-like spoken output or relevant visual material as appropriate for each use case.

Included in this category: Almawave, Five9, Interactions, PolyAI, Zaion

Digital Assistance 
Firms here offer tools and services to create and maintain Conversational Intelligent Assistants offered over 
multiple, digital channels. Their core offerings support natural conversations between companies and their 
customers largely through digital channels, such as smartphone apps, SMS and other messaging platforms. 
Like their Voice First counterparts, they enable enterprises to respond to digital input with a mixture 

WE VETTED ROUGHLY 20 VENDORS AND NARROWED DOWN TO A FINAL 3 BASED 

ON A SET OF CRITERIA… AMONG OTHER REASONS, THE PRIMARY REASON WAS THE 

MATURITY OF THEIR NLU ENGINE AND UNDERLYING ML AND SYNTAX MODELS

—PRODUCT MANAGER, CONVERSATIONAL AI | GLOBAL BUSINESS SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROVIDER
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of output as appropriate for each use case.

Included in this category: Aivo, Artificial Solutions, Cognigy, Creative Virtual, Inbenta, Kasisto, Rasa, Salesforce

Intelligent Assistant Platforms
Platform providers offer comprehensive or “end-to-end" solutions that embrace training and management of a 

variety of bots supporting multiple channels and modalities, plus connectors or APIs to IT systems and 
reporting/evaluation resources. 

Included in this category: [24]7.ai, Amelia, Avaamo, Kore, LivePerson, Nuance, Verint, Uniphore

Figure 8: Roster of Participants | 2022 EIA Intelliview

24-7 Engagement Cloud balances Arti!cial Intelligence and Human Insights (AI+HI)

Aivo Easy-to-manage tools for digital, live and voice customer care

Almawave Iride® Wave Bot: built on Composite AI (ML, deep learning & knowledge representation.

Arti!cial Solutions Provides tools for development, deployment, analysis and optimization of conversational AI

Avaamo Automates every conversation end users (Employee, Customers, Partner) and enterprises

Cognigy Low-code Conversational Service Automation

Creative Virtual V-Person & V-Portal support conversations among both live and automated agents

Five9 Evolved to manage virtual agents, CTI, live recording & 3rd party ASR and TTS

Inbenta Interaction Management Platform for chatbot, search, knowledge and human-to-human

Interactions “Optichannel” Intelligent Virtual Agent (IVA) for voice and chat

IPsoft / Amelia Amelia transforms both employee and customer experience in collaboration with 
human colleagues

Kasisto KAI is a leading Conversational AI solution for the !nancial services industry

Kore.ai Experience optimization (XO) platform for 150 Fortune 2000 companies; over 100 million users

LivePerson Mature offering with extensive list of partners and tech suppliers and customer success

Nuance An open and "exible framework to enable blending of human and AI engagements

Poly AI Proprietary approach to building highly ef!cient voicebots

Rasa Open-Source enterprise conversational AI platform used by millions of practitioners across the 
globe

Salesforce Product suite in Service Cloud to address a vast spectrum of use cases for Salesforce 
customers

Uniphore U-Service for self-service and U-Assist for agent assistance

Verint Native, mature resources for sophisticated automated voice and chat agents and sharing 
insights

Zaion Complete solution for processing voice-based customer interactions
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Participant Data: Snapshot of EIA Deployments
In addition to soliciting from a detailed questionnaire each company’s technology features, business strategies, 
and future plans, Opus Research also gathered quantitative data on current Enterprise Intelligent Assistant 
deployments.

Below are a series of datapoints that outline a snapshot of geographic regions, vertical industry distribution, 
deployed use cases, and channel modalities based on the aggregate data collected solution providers included 
in this report. 

Figure 9: Deployments of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants By Region

The vast majority of current deployments are in North America (46.5%) and EMEA (36.5.%). This re"ects the 
organic demand for EIA solutions from large enterprises, subject to change as those companies take advantage 
of the growing number of languages supported by the leading !rms in all categories.

PROPRIETARY & CONFIDENTIAL © Opus Research, Inc. Page 12 of 18

Figure : eployments of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants y egion 

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Rep r , 2022)
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Figure 10: Deployments of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants By Vertical

Banks and Financial Services companies were among the !rst enterprises able to build businesses cases 
for and ROI models for EIA deployments, representing more than one-third of all implementations. Mature 
implementations among Telecom (service initiation, outage reporting), Insurance (enrollment, form-!lling) 
and Travel & Hospitality (booking, loyalty programs) We expect to see high growth in Healthcare (scheduling, 
Q&A), Retail/Ecommerce (shopping, recommendations), and Government (Citizens Services) as regulatory and 
technical barriers are overcome.
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Figure 11: Deployments of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants By Use Case

This snapshot re"ects rapid growth in implementations of customer facing resources. Many of the early 
implementations and use cases for EIAs were internal “Help Desk” functions where companies cut their teeth 
on relatively easy, repetitive functions like Password Reset or tracking trouble tickets. Addressing the needs 
(and opportunities) of Marketing/Sales (8.7%) is a strong growth area and re"ects the value of using AI-infused 
resources to gain insights that can be shared among business units.

Figure 11: eployments of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants y se ase

(SOURCE: Opus Research, EIA Rep r , 2022)

TEXT TEXT TEXT outline a snapshot of geographic regions, vertical industry distribution,
deployed use cases, and channel modalities based on the aggregate data collected solution
providers included in this report.
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deployed use cases, and channel modalities based on the aggregate data collected solution
providers included in this report.
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Opus Research,  
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Figure 12: Deployments of Enterprise Intelligent Assistants By Modality
 

Webchat EIA deployments account for nearly one-half of reported deployments (47.3%), with another 29.1%
accounted for by voicebots. This re"ects the staying power of precursor technologies like the FAQ page or 
interactive voice response (IVR) systems. Opus Research expects to see accelerated growth of “Messaging” 
(9.1%) as the use of popular platforms like WhatsApp, WeChat take off, as well as expanded use of Agent 
Assist Intelligent Assistants to be deployed much more broadly in the near future.  
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Competitive Differentiators of EIA Solution Providers 
Opus Research asked each solution provider included in this report for a detailed analysis of each  company’s 
product solutions and business strategies. This document (Appendix A) provides brief pro!les of all these 
offerings and also positions each vendor on Intelliview maps (!gures below) based on the strength of their 
product offerings and market positions.  Included in our analysis was a deep consideration of the following 
attributes:

Features and Technology 
 Resources enable orchestrated, AI-infused IA development and management, tools and run time integrates 
disparate data, processes and work"ows; use of “native” technologies that support both “agent assist and 
customer assistance”.

Differentiated approach to creation, deployment and ongoing tuning of IVAs or agent assistants across 
multiple channels. Ful!lls basic requirements for ASR, NLP, application development, tuning and 
maintenance, both native and 3rd party. Presents “best-of-breed” examples of point solutions and use cases 
for Conversational AI.

Tools and resources focused on static answers and hard-coded actions.

Integration Points and Scalability
 Orchestrates synchronous or asynchronous interactions and/or transactions across multiple APIs and 
connectors to internal or external data, processes or work"ows during conversations. Takes an “open” 
approach to connections and APIs with both internal and external resources, processes and work"ows 

# Responds at scale based on connections to CRM, KM, RPA sources over  voice and text channels

#- Offers selective, use-case driven connectors or integration points or relies on 3rd party, one-off integrations 

Track Record
#+ Signi!cant enterprise deployments; multiple use cases and positive customer references; global scope

# Many deployments; multiple use cases or vertical expertise; mixed customer references; limited global
scope

#- Smaller, pilot-established deployments; emerging market recognition; limited global or vertical presence

Future Plans and Vision
#+ Clearly articulated strategy for ful!lling CX and business objectives in the Conversational Cloud; and CX 

consistent architecture, acquisition, partnership, development and go to market strategies

# Clearly articulated technology strategy (Machine Learning, NLP, and conversational user interfaces across
multiple channels; consistent investment in Intellectual Property and partnerships

#- Articulated short-term roadmap for product development; insuf!cient information regarding long-term 
strategy and positioning
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Intelliview Map for Enterprise Intelligent Assistants
To assist decision makers in evaluating competing solutions providers, Opus Research represents their 
positioning in a series of “Intelliview” Maps. Vendors are grouped into one of two following categories:

 Leaders:  Success is necessitated with a holistic approach, recognizing tangible differences in high-value
use cases, omnichannel support, orchestration & management, and growing ecosystem of partners and
industry collaborators.

 Standouts: Building the next generation of tools and platforms, with a keen understating of conversational
AI and data sources to help companies create compelling customer experiences and deliver value in AI and
automation.

In reference to the !gures below  we have arrayed the solution providers to relative market positioning and 
success. The size of the ovals on the Intelliview re"ect two, all-important factors: 

 Product Completeness/Flexibility – Providers receive the highest assessments of “completeness” of
services, features, and scaling capabilities.

 Strategic Potential –  Capturing how vision and roadmap appeals to current and evolving technology
requirements in contact center and beyond.

Opus Research has developed a solution provider comparison chart to help decision-makers evaluate how 
current enterprise solutions ful!ll the requirements of Intelligent Assistance.

The size of the ovals represent each vendor presence based on company-provided or publicly available 
information of current !nancial strength (revenue, pro!tability, !nancial banking, longevity and size of customer 
base).
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Figure 13: Best In Class | Voice First Assistance

In the “Voice-First Assistance” Intelliview, Five9, Interactions and PolyAI stood out as Leaders. Although it relies 
on third-party speech processing and text-to-speech resources, Five9 led by offering a broad array of proven 
solutions designed to integrate with its cloud-based contact center offerings. Interactions has a long track 
record in voice support and continues to offer its clients with a unique approach to “Adaptive Understanding,” 
relying on in-call intent analysis. PolyAI is a newer, smaller participant in the market with tools to support human-
like voice-based interactions with self-service resources, designed to bolster task completion.

Zaion and Almawave distinguish themselves by integrating accurate speech recognition and natural language 
understanding into voice-based customer support applications. Zaion has invested signi!cant resources 
into ASR technologies including sentiment analysis and deep understanding of the requirements of speci!c 
verticals, especially insurance and !nancial services. Almawave offers ready-made global potential based on the 
international footprint of its parent company, AlmaViva.
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Figure 14: Best in Class | Digital Assistance

In the “Digital Assistance” Intelliview, Salesforce, Creative Virtual, and Cognigy are the Leaders

 Cognigy: Emphasis on orchestration and integration, broadening to full-"edged contact center solution

 Creative Virtual: Points for longevity, knowledge management, out-of-box solutions

 Salesforce: Formidable suite of AI tools to offer to its legions of customers

Among the Standouts;

 Kasisto: Strong vertical offering, blue-chip customer base in banking and !nancial services

 Arti!cial Solutions: Longstanding EIA provider, collaborative development platforms

 Inbenta: Impressive pre-trained linguistic models and extensive language support

 Aivo: Strong presence in Latin America and integration to leading platforms

 Rasa: Developer-friendly in offering open-source tools to build better bots.

Aivo
Kasisto

Rasa

Inbenta
Salesforce

Cognigy

Creative
Virtual

Arti!cial
Solutions
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Standouts Leaders

Figure 15: Best in Class | Intelligent Assistant Platforms

Opus Research defines “best-in-class” Platform comprehensive, scalable solutions that embrace the 
gamut of service  and technologies necessary for successful Enterprise Intelligent Assistant 
deployments. The Leaders in alphabetical order include: 

 [24]7.ai: Open, uni!ed AI+HI platform features low code and third-party integration

 Amelia: Solutions for digital employee and hybrid workforce; white-labeled offering via NICE

 LivePerson: Sights on the Conversational Cloud, pending integration of VoiceBase, Tenfold

 Nuance: Perennial leader, omnichannel customer engagement, ability to leverage Microsoft

 Verint: Open platform, business-focused Conversational Intelligence data across entire enterprise

Among the Standouts: 

 Avaamo: Impressive voice and multi-channel offerings

 Kore.ai: Formidable offering with exceptional modeling. testing, import/export options

 Uniphore: Growing customer and partner base, new acquisitions of Jacada and Colabo
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i t 
Year business started: 1994 
Investment/funding: NASDAQ: VRNT  /  Apax partners 
Number of employees: 4500 
Revenue: FY22 875M 

Core Intelligent Assistant Product Suite
Verint Intelligent Virtual Assistant™ (IVA): Supports the entire lifecycle of chatbots and intelligent assistants, from 
discovery to deployment and ongoing AI-powered continuous improvement in a low-code environment to rapidly 
deliver deeper experiences and greater value. Verint combines proven experience across every industry with 
advanced natural language processing, machine learning, and robust intent understanding to deliver human-like 
interactions with a single platform that helps customers and employees across every channel. As a leading 
conversational AI solution, Verint IVA layers within a customer's existing architecture to bring together systems of 
record and power rich, contextual interactions across digital, messaging, voice, and voice-based telephony 
experiences to achieve delightful automation outcomes and transformative business results.  

Enabling Technologies 
Automated eech ecognition (A ): Native Verint ASR for real-time, natural language speech understanding 
and can also apply third-party ASR to the platform through Verint IVA Voice Extension.  

e t-to- eech ( ): Native, and can also apply third-party. 

Natural Language Processing (NLP): NLP is native through Verint IVA. The platform can also support third-party. 
Verint Conversation Insights also applies natural language processing for things like: predictive search, root cause 
analysis, unstructured data visualization, and automated theme detection. 

ontent esign / ialog Management: Verint IVA is equipped with a visual IDE with knowledge graphs for 
modeling language which features a visualization for logic flow authoring and dialog scripting. It enables the IVA to 
extend support for multiple categories, use cases, and lines of business. For example, one financial services 
customer started with automated, digital support for retail customers, then, through AI-powered continuous 
improvement, expanded to payment solutions, and extended internally to support call center agents and IT Helpdesk 
– they are currently extending to the voice channel. All categories are organized and work together by going beyond
slot-filling to apply anaphoric reasoning and connect layers of understanding about the context and other surrounding
ideas within the ecosystem of understanding.

Intent-building, design automation: Automated suggestions and reinforcement learning, must be human-validated 
prior to production. Verint offers production-ready core IVA intent templates as well as the ability to customize with 
support for multiple traits of intent building for dynamic conversations with multi-turn and multi-slot design. 

• Concept Memory: Conditions, Context, and Clarifying Questions: there are often two types of information
found in a particular sentence: general concepts and specific pieces of data. The system remembers the
idea or concept the user was conveying in the previous turn and decides if it's applied to the next turn.

• Mixed-Initiative and Goal-Based Conversations: In this situation, the system handles outcomes the same
way as the human representative, even jumping out of the flow to answer ancillary questions, then jumping
back in when the user is ready.

• Relational Cognition: Enables conversational interfaces to go beyond slot-filling to apply anaphoric
reasoning (first-order or priority logic) and connect layers of understanding in relation to the context and
other surrounding ideas within the ecosystem of understanding.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Machine Learning (ML): Verint IVA utilizes both supervised and unsupervised machine 
learning. Supervised: Verint IVA applies supervised learning through human-in-the-loop Intent Understanding and 
Continuous Improvement. The system applies a combination of AI and Machine Learning techniques for intent 
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identification and understanding that human trainers approve. Unsupervised and automatic learning are applied 
based on the validated actions of the Agent or human trainer.  

obotic Process Automation ( PA): Supports process automation through its open and modular architecture. The 
input to the IVA can be an external event that Verint can respond to, and Verint can trigger events and pass along 
information to help process the events. The Verint IVA fits nicely with process automation as it can consume external 
information, perform logic, mine information from the user’s input, and emit information and trigger events based on 
its understanding.  

on ersational Intelligence lements: Verint provides a full-function speech analytics (and text analytics, if the 
escalation is not voice) product that transcribes and analyzes the interaction. Insights from both the IVA and agent 
interactions are used to optimize the customer journey.    

on ersational Insights: Allows users to measure, evaluate, train, and modify the IVA. Verint provides a full suite of 
analytics tools to ensure business outcomes and KPI metrics are predictable and achieved. These tools include the 
IVA analytics tool suite, speech and text analytics, customer journey, and feedback capabilities. Verint includes IVA 
data when it analyzes the full customer journey. The data can include tasks completed in the IVA, time to complete 
tasks, tasks that require escalation, questions the customer asks, intents, responses and actions taken, customer 
sentiment, etc.  

no ledge Management: Verint IVA is natively supported by an intelligent system comprised of knowledge 
management tools, including Verint Knowledge Management and IVA Administration and integration tools.   

Plat or  eatures and unctions 
hat or s out of the bo : Integrations to channels and backend systems, as well as robust intent understanding. 

Verint processes over 10 billion customer interactions annually to support real-world, validated natural language 
models across dozens of industries. Responses are separated from understanding, so intent understanding can 
come from any channel without needing to be branched and Verint customers can focus on managing and delivering 
the experience for their brand, including tailoring responses for channels, language, and personalization.  

otal Intents and categories 
• Customer Service: ~2200 intents
• Health Insurance: ~2500 intents, supporting enrollment, ID cards, account support, product information, etc.

includes annual enrollment and disease management
• Life Sciences: ~1,600 intents supporting pharmacovigilance, adverse events, disease state, treatment
• Financial Services: ~ 4500 intents supporting payments & fees, account management, credit cards & limits,

statements, etc.
• IT: ~2300 intents supporting helpdesk, remote work, COVID-19
• Property & Casualty Insurance: ~1000 intents
• HR: ~3200 intents supporting benefits, coaching, payroll, onboarding & training, open enrollment, insurance,

COVID-19,
• Retail: ~1200 intents supporting available product line, services, payments, billing, terms & conditions,

pricing & promotions, cancellations & refunds, etc.
• Education: ~1000 intents
• Telecommunications: ~1800 intents
• Travel: ~2400 intents supporting reservations, account management, payments, policies, travel destinations,

COVID-19, etc.
• Airline: ~1200 intents
• Hotel: ~800 intents

Ingest tool  recommendations: Verint IVA manages conversation and interaction data and intelligence to inform 
dialogue designers, the IVA, and the business for AI-powered continuous improvement. Conversation Insights turns 
raw, unstructured data into high-quality NLU-ready datasets that are prioritized for deeper experiences and greater 
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value without messy spreadsheets or manual data engineering, enabling developers and designers to visualize 
conversations and data to get a deeper understanding to: 

• Rapidly model and organize unstructured data
• Identify, create, and manage large volumes of intents
• Prioritize knowledge
• Test understanding
• Actively learn overtime

ransfers conte t: Verint IVA understands contextual information for intent recognition and response generation 
with parameters such as: when predefined events happen on the page; location on the page; browsing history. The 
Verint IVA supports contextual persistence in information state and across channels, including dynamic 
asynchronous messaging. Context can be applied from integration with data sources to incorporate context and mine 
data to personalize understanding and experiences. 

hannels su ort 
• Chatbots for desktop web, mobile web, native app, SMS/MMS
• Voice and speech services support: Any telephony
• Smart speakers: Alexa, Google home
• Messaging platforms support: WhatsApp, Google Business Messages, Apple Business Chat, Facebook

Messenger

e lo ment Platforms: Hosted in the Verint cloud, customer cloud, or on-premises.   

Authentication  ecurit : Verint offers a 4-tier system for ensuring or restricting access to system components. 
These tiers include Organization access, group access, Roles and Permissions access, and System access. User 
rights definition within the Verint system is extremely configurable. There are standard roles that come out of the box 
but these can be copied, deleted, or modified. All rights exist at the organization level allowing for full multi-tenant 
support. Expiration time on logins would follow your timelines for active directory as we would interface with LDAP. 

Anal tics  e orting: IVA dashboard allows users to access available products to measure, evaluate, train and 
modify the IVA. Verint provides a full suite of analytics tools to ensure business outcomes and KPI metrics are 
predictable and achieved. These tools include the IVA analytics tool suite, speech and text analytics, customer 
journey and feedback capabilities. Verint includes IVA data when it analyzes the full customer journey. The data can 
include tasks completed in the IVA, time to complete tasks, tasks that require escalation, questions the customer 
asks, intents, response and actions taken, customer sentiment, etc. 

Performance anal tics API: Clients can export or connect data from Verint IVA to third-party BI tools via pre-built 
integration. Verint IVA provides extensive views into conversational data allowing the designers to understand what 
conversations are happening and the usefulness of those conversations, providing even further insights into dialogue 
flows. 

Custo er Success etrics and or lo s 
ecommended organi ational roles: Executive Sponsor, Project Manager, Marketing/Brand Representative, 

Subject Matter Expert(s), Content Administrator, Testing Team, Technical/IT Resource(s). 

ecommended success metrics: Default KPI set for performance monitoring; Additional custom KPI support; 
Active users, usage volume; Top intents and categories; Engagement rate, dropoff; Conversion rate. 

rac  ecord, Partnershi s  nter rise IA Maturit  
• Industries ser ed: Financial Services: 24%; Healthcare: 18%; eCommerce & Retail: 14%; Insurance: 12%;

Telecomm: 10%; Technology: 10%; Travel & Hospitality: 8%; Government: 8%
• eogra hic regions: AMER: 50%; EMEA: 40%; APAC: 10%
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• se cases: External Customer Engagement (70%): Patient Healthcare, Presales / Marketing Automation,
Customer Service Agents, Financial Services / Banking, Website Concierge -- Employee Support (30%):
Automated HR, Assistants for Enterprise Knowledge Workers, Internal Assistants for Customer Service
Agents; IT Helpdesk / Ticketing

• Mi  of Modalities (multiple per implementation): Messaging: 20%, Voice: 32%, Smart Speaker: 12%,
Collaboration Apps (i.e. Slack, Teams): 8%, Web/ Mobile Web: 92%

• ustomer engagement strateg : 30% Direct / 70% Indirect -- Verint’s comprehensive sales and go-to-
market strategy includes a broad mix of channel resellers, OEM, as well as a direct sales force focused on
enterprise and strategic accounts

• ngagement model: Cloud customers are typically onboarded in 2 weeks and deployed 6 weeks after.
Continuous Improvement updates and enhancements, including use case expansions, happen in 2-week
cycles

• Pricing Models: Digital interactions are priced per input; Voice interactions are priced per minute
• ustomer su ort models: Verint offers Basic, Standard, Premium and Premium Plus Support

Levels. Verint provides industry-standard or better (meaning more beneficial to our customers) terms and
conditions to simplify negotiation processes

• o-to-mar et artners: Accenture, AWS. Capita, Cisco, Genesys, KCOM, Microsoft, Optus, Servion,
Sprint, Telstra, Telus, Vonage and many others

• echnolog  artners: Readspeaker for expressive TTS to support customer branded experiences

ighlighted customer de lo ments: 
• A large automotive retail club: Equipped with SMS and GPS intelligence to pinpoint and confirm location of

members and dispatch service, the IVA lowers user effort and fully automates 52% of all voice-interactions
for Emergency Roadside Services.

• A large HR Benefits BPO: Serves over 350 enterprises, reaching 10 million employees with personalized
support for over 650 business topics on health, wealth, and finance. IVA factors over 100 parameters for
personalized recommendations in English, Spanish, French, French Canadian, Arabic, and Chinese with
92% accuracy and successfully enrolled 54% of employees during open enrollment with the IVA.

• A global software provider: Improves customer engagement with knowledge management by understanding
why customers need support with products; able to quickly analyze 5.6M user queries to identify 4,500
unique user intents, improving user engagement with knowledge by 28% in less than 30 days.

uture Plans  ision 
• Proliferate AI: Automatic candidate question generation for training and evaluating conversational AI using

generative language models fine-tuned on customer data sources to generate synthetic user inputs.
• Democratize AI: Active Learning between conversational AI and customer service agent; Partial automation

of live chat conversations with active learning; Conversational AI knows what it does not know for seamless,
contextual hand-off; Conversational AI automatically learns from CSA, no direct training required by CSA.

• Operationalize AI: Anomaly detection for live calls supporting supervisor intervention and live guidance for
the calls that require it; Conversation monitoring for supervisors to query how different agents are handling
new and unfolding situations such as natural disaster or systems failure.

e  ifferentiators 
• Open Platform: Agnostic to infrastructure and endpoints, seamlessly integrates into existing ecosystem and

data lakes, and augments CRM data.
• Optimize & Operationalize AI across the Enterprise: Life begins after go-live, Verint Conversational AI

enables businesses to extend, optimize, and grow solutions with a single model to support all channels and
single platform for all use cases.

• Business-Focused Interaction Data: More than 10 billion real-world customer interactions analyzed annually
across 10k+ customers in dozens of industries and over 70 languages.
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About Opus Research
Opus Research is a diversi!ed advisory and analysis !rm providing critical insight on 
software and services that supports digital transformation. Opus Research is focused 
on the merging of intelligent assistance, NLU, machine learning, conversational AI, 
conversational intelligence, intelligent authentication, service automation and digital 
commerce. www.opusresearch.net

For sales inquires please e-mail info@opusresearch.net or call +1(415) 904-7666
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accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such information. Further, Opus Research, Inc. shall have no liability for errors, omissions 
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coincide with the opinions and viewpoints of Opus Research, Inc. and are subject to change without notice. 
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